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Editorial

Dear Colleagues,

It is our pleasure to present you the 306th issue of the AGB Newsletter. It always amazes how much red giants and
supergiants matter.

We wish you all a Happy and peaceful 2023!

The next issue is planned to be distributed around the 1st of February.

Editorially Yours,

Jacco van Loon, Ambra Nanni and Albert Zijlstra

Food for Thought

This month’s thought-provoking statement is:

Why not send us your pictures or diagrams, or personal perspectives?

Reactions to this statement or suggestions for next month’s statement can be e-mailed to astro.agbnews@keele.ac.uk
(please state whether you wish to remain anonymous)
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Refereed Journal Papers

Ups!... I did it again: unveiling the hidden companion in υ Sagittarii, a
unique binary system at a second mass transfer stage

Avishai Gilkis1 and Tomer Shenar2

1Tel Aviv University, Israel
2University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

υ Sagittarii is a hydrogen-deficient binary that has been suggested to be in its second stage of mass transfer, after
the primary has expanded to become a helium supergiant following core helium exhaustion. A tentative identification
of the faint companion in the ultraviolet led to mass estimates of both components that made the helium star in
υ Sagittarii a prototypical immediate progenitor of a type Ib/c supernova. However, no consistent model for the
complex spectrum has been achieved, casting doubt on this interpretation. In the present study we provide for the
first time a composite spectral model that fits the ultraviolet data, and clearly identifies the companion as a rapidly
rotating slowly moving ≈ 7 M⊙ B-type star, unlike previously suggested. The stripped helium supergiant is less
luminous than previous estimates, and, with an estimated mass of < 1 M⊙, is ruled out as a core-collapse supernova
progenitor. We provide a detailed binary evolution scenario that explains the temperature and luminosity of the two
components as well as the very low gravity (log g ≈ 1.0 [cm/s2]) and extreme hydrogen deficiency of the primary
(atmospheric mass fraction XH ≈ 0.001). The best-fitting model is a ≈ 5 M⊙ intermediate-mass primary with an
initial orbital period of a few days, and a secondary that appears to have gained a significant amount of mass despite its
high rotation. We conclude that υ Sagittarii is a key system for testing binary evolution processes, especially envelope
stripping and mass accretion.

Published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.14315
and from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/518/3/3541/6847228

Galactic ArchæoLogIcaL ExcavatiOns (GALILEO) – I. An updated
census of APOGEE N-rich giants across the Milky Way

José G. Fernández-Trincado1 et al.

1Universidad Católica del Norte, Chile

We use the 17th data release of the second phase of the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment
(APOGEE-2) to provide a homogeneous census of N-rich red giant stars across the Milky Way (MW). We report a
total of 149 newly identified N-rich field giants toward the bulge, metal-poor disk, and halo of our Galaxy. They exhibit
significant enrichment in their nitrogen abundance ratios ([N/Fe] >∼ +0.5), along with simultaneous depletions in their
[C/Fe] abundance ratios ([C/Fe] < +0.15), and they cover a wide range of metallicities (−1.8 < [Fe/H] < −0.7).
The final sample of candidate N-rich red giant stars with globular-cluster-like (GC-like) abundance patterns from the
APOGEE survey includes a grand total of ∼ 412 unique objects. These strongly N-enhanced stars are speculated to
have been stripped from GCs based on their chemical similarities with these systems. Even though we have not found
any strong evidence for binary companions or signatures of pulsating variability yet, we cannot rule out the possibility
that some of these objects were members of binary systems in the past and/or are currently part of a variable system.
In particular, the fact that we identify such stars among the field stars in our Galaxy provides strong evidence that the
nucleosynthetic process(es) producing the anomalous [N/Fe] abundance ratios occurs over a wide range of metallicities.
This may provide evidence either for or against the uniqueness of the progenitor stars to GCs and/or the existence of
chemical anomalies associated with likely tidally shredded clusters in massive dwarf galaxies such as ”Kraken/Koala”,
Gaia–Enceladus–Sausage, among others, before or during their accretion by the MW. A dynamical analysis reveals
that the newly identified N-rich stars exhibit a wide range of dynamical characteristics throughout the MW, indicating
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that they were produced in a variety of Galactic environments.

Published in Astronomy & Astrophysics
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.09702
and from https://www.aanda.org/articles/aa/pdf/2022/07/aa43195-22.pdf

A survey for C ii emission-line stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud – II.
Final results and the origin of C ii emission in [WC] spectra
Bruce Margon1, Nidia Morrell2, Philip Massey3, Kathryn F. Neugent4,3 and Robert Williams5

1University of California, Santa Cruz, USA
2Las Campanas Observatory, Chile
3Lowell Observatory, USA
4Center for Astrophysics, USA
5Space Telescope Science Institute, USA

We present the final results of an imaging and spectroscopic search for stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC)
with C ii 7231, 7236 emission lines. The goal is to identify and study [WC11] stars, the coolest of the low-mass
Wolf–Rayet sequence, and a subset of central stars of planetary nebulæ where the C ii lines are known to be especially
prominent. A recent serendipitous discovery of an LMC [WC11] raised the possibility that these objects, although
difficult to identify, might in fact be more common than previously believed. Several new members of this rare class
have been found in this survey. It now seems clear, however, that a significant number of these stars are not hiding
amongst the general [WC] population. We point out that the C ii doublet intensity ratio observed in our spectra
proves to neatly divide the objects into two distinct groups, with the C ii emission likely originating from either the
stellar wind or a surrounding nebula. The physics of the C ii emission mechanism correctly explains this bifurcation.
Spectral subtypes are suggested for most of the objects. The numerous spectroscopic clues now available for these
objects should facilitate future detailed modeling.

Accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.01380

On the presence of metallofullerenes in fullerene-rich circumstellar
envelopes

R. Barzaga1,2, D.A. Garćıa-Hernandez1,2, S. Diaz-Tendero3, S. Sadjadi4,5, A. Manchado1,2,6 and M. Alcami7

1Instituto de Astrof́ısica de Canarias (IAC), Spain
2Departamento de Astrof́ısica, ULL, Spain
3Departmento de Qúımica/IAdChem/IFIMAC, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain
4RCTEP–CSS, Genius Development and ScienceTech Future, Hong Kong (SAR), China
5LSR, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong (SAR), China
6Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cient́ıficas (CSIC), Spain
7Departmento de Qúımica/IAdChem/IMDEA–Nano, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain

The presence of neutral C60 fullerenes in circumstellar environments has been firmly established by astronomical
observations as well as laboratory experiments and quantum-chemistry calculations. However, the large variations
observed in the C60 17.4 µm / 18.9 µm band ratios indicate that either additional emitters should contribute to the
astronomical IR spectra or there exist unknown physical processes besides thermal and UV excitation. Fullerene-
based molecules such as metallofullerenes and fullerene-adducts are natural candidate species as potential additional
emitters, but no specific species has been identified to date. Here we report a model based on quantum-chemistry
calculations and IR spectra simulation of neutral and charged endo(exo)hedral metallofullerenes, showing that they
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have a significant contribution to the four strongest IR bands commonly attributed to neutral C60. These simulations
may explain the large range of 17.4 µm / 18.9 µm band ratios observed in very different fullerene-rich circumstellar
environments like those around planetary nebulae and chemically peculiar RCoronæBorealis stars. Our proposed
model also reveals that the 17.4 µm / 18.9 µm band ratio in the metallofullerenes simulated IR spectra mainly depends
on the metal abundances, ionization level, and endo/exo concentration in the circumstellar envelopes. We conclude
that metallofullerenes are potential emitters contributing to the observed IR spectra in fullerene-rich circumstellar
envelopes. Our simulated IR spectra indicate also that the James Webb Space Telescope has the potential to confirm
or refute the presence of metallofullerenes (or even other fullerene-based species) in circumstellar enviroments.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal, 942, 5 (2023)
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.05981
and from https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/aca529

A non-detection of red supergiant convection in Gaia
C.S. Kochanek1

1Department of Astronomy, The Ohio State University, USA

Large scale surface convection on red supergiants (RSGs) can lead to shifts in the photocenter of the star which might
be measured by Gaia and used as a new probe of the surface dynamics of these rare but important stars. Unlike
brightness variations, photocenter motions would provide information on the physical scale of the convective cells.
The signal would be that RSGs show an excess astrometric noise at the level of a few percent of the stellar radius.
Unfortunately, we find that the excess astrometric noise level of Gaia EDR3 is roughly an order of magnitude too
large to detect the predicted motions and that RSGs have excess astrometric noise indistinguishable from other stars
of similar magnitude, color or parallax. The typical excess astrometric noise steadily decreases with G magnitude (for
G < 11 mag), so it is crucial to compare stars of similar brightness.

Published in MNRAS
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.09926
and from https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2022MNRAS.tmp.2571K/abstract

Age–morphology dependence of the Milky Way boxy/peanut bulge seen
in Mira variables

Marcin Semczuk1, Walter Dehnen2,1, Ralph Schönrich3 and E. Athanassoula4

1School for Physics and Astronomy, University of Leicester, University Road, LE1 7RH, UK
2Astronomisches Recheninstitut, Zentrum für Astronomie der Universität Heidelberg, Mönchhofstraße 12–14, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany
3Mullard Space Science Laboratory, University College London, Holmbury St. Mary, Dorking, Surrey RH5 6NT, UK
4Aix Marseille Université CNRS, CNES, LAM, F-13388 Marseille Cedex 13, France

We analyse the distribution of Mira variable stars in the central region of the Milky Way. We find that with increasing
period, i.e. decreasing age, the Miras shift towards negative Galactic longitudes ℓ. Comparing to a cosmological zoom
simulation of a barred galaxy, we find that this shift with age can be explained by an age–morphology dependence
of the boxy peanut/bulge. Owing to a combination of projection effects and the limitation of the range of Galactic
longitudes, the near hump at ℓ > 0 is more truncated for younger populations, and the far hump at ℓ < 0 dominates
the observed distributions.

Published in MNRAS
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.04535
and from 10.1093/mnras/stac3085
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Multiple populations in star clusters
Antonino Milone1,2 and Anna Marino2,3

1Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia ”Galileo Galilei”, Università di Padova, Vicolo dell’Osservatorio 3, 35122 Padova, Italy
2Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica – Osservatorio Astronomico di Padova, Vicolo dell’Osservatorio 4, 35122 Padova, Italy
3Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica – Osservatorio Astrofisico di Arcetri, Largo Enrico Fermi, 5, 50125 Firenze, Italy

We review the multiple population (MP) phenomenon of globular clusters (GCs): i.e. the evidence that GCs typically
host groups of stars with different elemental abundances and/or distinct sequences in photometric diagrams. Most
Galactic and extragalactic clusters exhibit internal variations of He, C, N, O, Na, and Al. They host two distinct stellar
populations: the first population of stars, which resemble field stars with similar metallicities, and one or more second
stellar populations that show the signature of high-temperature H-burning. In addition, a sub-sample of clusters hosts
stellar populations with different heavy-element abundances. The MP origin remains one of the most puzzling, open
issues of stellar astrophysics. We summarize the scenarios for the MP formation and depict the modern picture of GCs
and their stellar populations along with the main evolutionary phases. We show that the MP behavior dramatically
changes from one cluster to another and investigate their complexity to define common properties. We investigate
relations with the host galaxy, the parameters of the host clusters (e.g., GC’s mass, age, orbit), and stellar mass. We
summarize results on spatial distribution and internal kinematics of MPs. Finally, we review the relationship between
MPs and the so-called second-parameter problem of the horizontal-branch morphology of GCs and summarize the
main findings on the extended main sequence phenomenon in young clusters.

Published in Universe, 8, 359 (2022)
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.10564
and from https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2022Univ....8..359M/

On the inconsistency of [C/Fe] abundances and the fractions of
carbon-enhanced metal-poor stars among various stellar surveys
Anke Arentsen1,10, Vinicius M. Placco2, Young Sun Lee3, David S. Aguado4,5, Nicolas F. Martin1,6, Else

Starkenburg7 and Jinmi Yoon8,9

1Université de Strasbourg, CNRS, Observatoire astronomique de Strasbourg, UMR 7550, F-67000 Strasbourg, France
2NSF’s NOIRLab, 950 N. Cherry Ave., Tucson, AZ 85719, USA
3Department of Astronomy and Space Science, Chungnam National University, Daejeon 34134, South Korea
4Dipartimento di Fisica e Astrofisica, Univerisità degli Studi di Firenze, via G. Sansone 1, I-50019 Sesto Fiorentino, Italy
5INAF–Osservatorio Astrofisico di Arcetri, Largo E. Fermi 5, I-50125 Firenze, Italy
6Max-Planck-Institut für Astronomie, Königstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany
7Kapteyn Astronomical Institute, University of Groningen, Postbus 800, NL-9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands
8Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700 San Martin Dr., Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
9Joint Institute for Nuclear Astrophysics – Center for the Evolution of the Elements (JINA–CEE), USA
10Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HA, UK

Carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP) stars are a unique resource for Galactic archæ]ology because they probe the
properties of the First Stars, early chemical evolution, and binary interactions at very low metallicity. Comparing
the fractions and properties of CEMP stars in different Galactic environments can provide us with unique insights
into the formation and evolution of the Milky Way halo and its building blocks. In this work, we investigate whether
directly comparing fractions of CEMP stars from different literature samples of very metal-poor ([Fe/H] < −2.0) stars
is valid. We compiled published CEMP fractions and samples of Galactic halo stars from the past 25 years, and find
that they are not all consistent with each other. Focusing on giant stars, we find significant differences between various
surveys when comparing their trends of [Fe/H] versus [C/Fe] and their distributions of CEMP stars. To test the role
of the analysis pipelines for low-resolution spectroscopic samples, we re-analysed giant stars from various surveys with
the SSPP and FERRE pipelines. We found systematic differences in [C/Fe] of ∼ 0.1–0.4 dex, partly independent
of degeneracies with the stellar atmospheric parameters. These systematics are likely due to the different pipeline
approaches, different assumptions in the employed synthetic grids, and/or the comparison of different evolutionary
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phases. We conclude that current biases in (the analysis of) very metal-poor samples limit the conclusions one can
draw from comparing different surveys. We provide some recommendations and suggestions that will hopefully aid
the community to unlock the full potential of CEMP stars for Galactic archæology.

Published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 515, 4082 (2022)
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.04081

The relic galaxy NGC1277 rules out intermediate-age stellar
populations origin of CO-strong absorptions in massive early-type

galaxies
Elham Eftekhari1,2,3, Francesco La Barbera4, Alexandre Vazdekis2,3 and Michael Beasley2,3

1School of Astronomy, Institute for Research in Fundamental Sciences – IPM, 19395-5531, Tehran, Iran
2Instituto de Astrof́ısica de Canarias, E-38200 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain
3Departamento de Astrof́ısica, Universidad de La Laguna, E-38205 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain
4INAF–Osservatorio Astronomico di Capodimonte, sal. Moiariello 16, Napoli I-80131, Italy

Massive Early-Type Galaxies (ETGs) show several strong CO absorption features in their H- and K-band spectra
that cannot be explained by state-of-the-art stellar population models. For many years, the disagreement has been
attributed to the presence of intermediate-age stellar components that are dominated by stars in the Asymptotic Giant
Branch (AGB) phase. However, no robust evidence of this scenario has been provided so far. One way to test this
claim is by comparison of CO indices for ETGs and for relic galaxies. Lacking the intermediate-age stellar populations,
relic galaxies provide us with a unique opportunity to address the origin of strong CO absorptions in ETGs. Here,
we utilize the prototype relic galaxy NGC1277 and compare the CO absorption features of this galaxy with the ones
of a representative sample of massive ETGs. We show that the CO lines in both systems have similar strengths,
significantly stronger than the predictions of stellar population synthesis models. We conclude that intermediate-age
stellar populations in massive ETGs are not the culprit of the strong CO absorptions.

Published in MNRAS Letters
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.12578
and from https://doi.org/10.1093/mnrasl/slac068

A red giants’ Toy Story – II: Understanding the red-giant branch bump
Marcelo Miguel Miller Bertolami1,2

1Instituto de Astrof́ısica de La Plata, CONICET, Argentina
2Facultad de Ciencias Astronómicas y Geof́ısicas, UNLP, Argentina

The Red-Giant Branch Bump (RGBB) is one of the most noteworthy features in the red-giant luminosity function of
stellar clusters. It is caused by the passage of the hydrogen-burning shell through the composition discontinuity left
at the point of the deepest penetration by the convective envelope. When crossing the discontinuity the usual trend in
increasing luminosity reverses for a short time before it increases again, causing a zig-zag in the evolutionary track. In
spite of its apparent simplicity the actual physical reason behind the decrease in luminosity is not well understood and
several different explanations have been offered. Here we use a recently proposed simple toy-model for the structure
of low-mass red giants, together with previous results, to show beyond reasonable doubt that the change in luminosity
at the RGBB can be traced to the change in the mean molecular weight of the layers on top of the burning shell.
And that these changes happen on a nuclear timescale. The change in the effective mean molecular weight, as the
burning shell approaches the discontinuity, causes a drop in the temperature of the burning shell which is attenuated
by the consequent feedback contraction of the layers immediately below the burning shell. Our work shows that, when
applied correctly, including the feedback on the structure of the core together with of the increase in the mass of
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the core, shell-source homology relations do a great quantitative job in explaining the properties of full evolutionary
models at the RGBB.

Accepted for publication in ApJ
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.08042

Contributions of rotation, expansion and line broadening to the
morphology and kinematics of the inner CSE of oxygen-rich AGB star

RHya
Pham Tuyet Nhung1, Do Thi Hoai1, Pierre Darriulat1, Pham Ngoc Diep1, Nguyen Bich Ngoc1, Tran Thi Thai1 and

Pham Tuan-Anh1

1Department of Astrophysics, Vietnam National Space Center, Vietnam Academy of Science and Technology, 18 Hoang Quoc Viet, Ha

Noi, Vietnam

We use archival ALMA observations of the CO(2–1) and SiO(5–4) molecular line emissions of AGB star RHya to
illustrate the relative contributions of rotation, expansion and line broadening to the morphology and kinematics of the
circumstellar envelope (CSE) within some ∼ 70 au (∼ 0.′′5) from the centre of the star. We give evidence for rotation
and important line broadening to dominate the inner region, within ∼ 14 au (∼ 100 mas) from the centre of the star.
The former is about an axis that projects a few degrees west of north and has a projected rotation velocity of a few
km s−1. The latter occurs within some 7–14 au (50–100 mas) from the centre of the star, the line width reaching two
to three times its value outside this region. We suggest that it is caused by shocks induced by stellar pulsations and
convective cell granulation. We show the importance of properly accounting for the observed line broadening when
discussing rotation and evaluating the radial dependence of the rotation velocity.

Accepted for publication in Research in Astronomy and Astrophysics
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.06690

Integrated mass-loss of evolved stars in M4 using asteroseismology
Madeline Howell1,2, Simon W. Campbell1,2, Dennis Stello2,3,4,5 and Gayandhi M. De Silva2,6

1Monash University, Australia
2ARC Centre of Excellence for Astrophysics in Three Dimensions (ASTRO-3D), Australia
3University of New South Wales, Australia
4University of Sydney, Australia
5Århus University, Denmark
6Macquarie University, Australia

Mass-loss remains a major uncertainty in stellar modelling. In low-mass stars, mass-loss is most significant on the red
giant branch (RGB), and will impact the star’s evolutionary path and final stellar remnant. Directly measuring the
mass difference of stars in various phases of evolution represents one of the best ways to quantify integrated mass-loss.
Globular clusters (GCs) are ideal objects for this. M4 is currently the only GC for which asteroseismic data exist for
stars in multiple phases of evolution. Using K2 photometry, we report asteroseismic masses for 75 red giants in M4,
the largest seismic sample in a GC to date. We find an integrated RGB mass-loss of ∆M̄ = 0.17±0.01 M⊙, equivalent
to a Reimers mass-loss coefficient of ηR = 0.39. Our results for initial mass, horizontal branch mass, ηR, and integrated
RGB mass-loss show remarkable agreement with previous studies, but with higher precision using asteroseismology.
We also report the first detections of solar-like oscillations in early asymptotic giant branch (EAGB) stars in GCs.
We find an average mass of M̄EAGB = 0.54 ± 0.01 M⊙, significantly lower than predicted by models. This suggests
larger-than-expected mass-loss on the horizontal branch. Alternatively, it could indicate unknown systematics in the
scaling relations for the EAGB. We discover a tentative mass bimodality in the RGB sample, possibly due to the
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multiple populations. In our red horizontal branch sample, we find a mass distribution consistent with a single value.
We emphasize the importance of seismic studies of GCs since they could potentially resolve major uncertainties in
stellar theory.

Published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.02406
and from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/515/3/3184/6649831

The stellar parameters and elemental abundances from low-resolution
spectra – I. 1.2 million giants from LAMOST DR8
Zhuohan Li1,2, Gang Zhao1,2, Yuqin Chen1,2, Xilong Liang1,2 and Jingkun Zhao1,2

1CAS Key Laboratory of Optical Astronomy, National Astronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100101, China
2School of Astronomy and space Science, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China

As a typical data-driven method, deep learning becomes a natural choice for analysing astronomical data. In this
study, we built a deep convolutional neural network (NN) to estimate basic stellar parameters Teff , log g, metallicity
([M/H] and [Fe/H]) and [α/M] along with nine individual elemental abundances ([C/Fe], [N/Fe], [O/Fe], [Mg/Fe],
[Al/Fe], [Si/Fe], [Ca/Fe], [Mn/Fe], and [Ni/Fe]). The NN is trained using common stars between the APOGEE survey
and the LAMOST survey. We used low-resolution spectra from LAMOST survey as input, and measurements from
APOGEE as labels. For stellar spectra with the signal-to-noise ratio in g band larger than 10 in the test set, the mean
absolute error (MAE) is 29 K for Teff , 0.07 dex for log g, 0.03 dex for both [Fe/H] and [M/H], and 0.02 dex for [α/M].
The MAE of most elements is between 0.02 and 0.04 dex. The trained NN was applied to 1 210 145 giants, including
sub-giants, from LAMOST DR8 within the range of stellar parameters 3500 K < Teff < 5500 K, 0.0 dex < log g <

4.0 dex, −2.5 dex < [Fe/H] < 0.5 dex. The distribution of our results in the chemical spaces is highly consistent with
APOGEE labels and stellar parameters show consistency with external high-resolution measurements from GALAH.
The results in this study allow us to further studies based on LAMOST data and deepen our understanding of the
accretion and evolution history of the Milky Way. The electronic version of the value added catalog is available at
http://www.lamost.org/dr8/v1.1/doc/vac.

Published in MNRAS
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.05294
and from https://doi.org/10.1093/mnras/stac1959

Chroma+GAS: an expedited solution for the chemical equilibrium for
cool stellar atmospheres
C. Ian Short1 and Philip D. Bennett2

1Saint Mary’s University, Canada
2Dalhousie University, Canada

We describe a unique approach to economizing the solution to the general chemical equilibrium and equation-of-
state problem for late-type stars, including diatomic and polyatomic molecules, that is fast, accurate, and suitable
for responsive approximate data modelling applications, and to more intensive modelling approaches in which the
calculation of the gas equilibrium must be expedited to allow other aspects to be treated more realistically. The
method, based on a novel economization of the Newton’s method of solution of the linearized Saha and conservation
equations, has been implemented in Python and made available as a stand-alone package, GASPy, and has been
integrated into the interactive Python atmosphere and spectrum modelling code ChromaStarPy. As a result,
ChromaStarPy now computes the state of the gas, the number density of absorbers, and the surface flux spectrum,
with consistent inclusion of 105 chemical species, including 34 diatomic, and 16 polyatomic, neutral molecules, as well
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as H− and H+
2 , as well as many neutral and ionized atomic species. The economized method converges very rapidly

and greatly improves the code’s relevance to late-type stellar and brown dwarf spectrum modelling. We provide a brief
overview of the GAS methodology, and present some illustrative results for the chemical equilibrium and spectrum
for an M-type bright giant and dwarf, and a comparison to results of the Phoenix/ppress package. All codes are
available from the OpenStars www site: www.ap.smu.ca/OpenStars.

Published in PASP
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.01236

ANDICAM I- and J-band monitoring of bright inner Galactic late-type
stars

Maria Messineo1,2

1USTC, China
2Freelancer, Germany

Time-series photometry in the I and J bands of 57 inner Galactic late-type stars, highly probable red supergiant
(RSG) stars, is presented here. 38% of the sample presents significant photometric variations. The variations in the I

and J bands appear to be correlated, with ∆I ∝ ∆J×2.2, I variations ranging from 0.04-1.08 mag, and ∆J variations
from 0.03–0.52 mag. New short periods (< 1000 d) could be estimated for eight stars and range from 167–433 d. This
work confirms that the sample is not contaminated by large-amplitude asymptotic giant branch stars. Furthermore,
despite the large errors in distance, the period–luminosity diagram suggests that the sample is populating the same
sequence as the known Galactic RSGs.

Published in Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.09160

WXCen is X-ray quiet: does this signify a high-mass or a low-mass
binary?

Svetozar A. Zhekov1

1Institute of Astronomy and National Astronomical Observatory, 72 Tsarigradsko Chaussee Blvd., Sofia 1784, Bulgaria

We present results from analysis of the XMM–Newton observation (2021 February) of the enigmatic object WXCen:
a presumed massive Wolf–Rayet (WR) binary, (WN3 + WC4), or a low-mass binary. WXCen was not detected in
X-rays. Its UV emission shows periodic variability with period (0.405–0.434 d) similar to that found in the optical
for this object (0.417 d). The X-ray non-detection of WXCen is inconsistent with the fact that WR binaries are
X-ray sources. Also, the X-ray emission from its early WN-type component would have been clearly detected in the
XMM–Newton exposure. Thus, the X-ray non-detection does not support the physical picture of WXCen as a massive
WR binary. Alternatively, WXCen might be a low-mass binary, presumably a supersoft X-ray source (a VSagittæ
star), and the X-ray non-detection of WXCen could be consistent with such a physical picture.

Published in Astronomische Nachrichten
Available from https://doi.org/10.1002/asna.20220063
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Spatially resolved mid-infrared observations of the circumstellar
environment of the born-again object FGSge

Keiichi Ohnaka1 and Benjamı́n A. Jara Bravo1

1Instituto de Astrof́ısica, Universidad Andrés Bello, Santiago, Chile

FGSge has evolved from the hot central star of the young planetary nebula Hen 1-5 to a G–K supergiant in the last
100 years. It is one of the three born-again objects that has been identified as of yet, and they are considered to
have undergone a thermal pulse in the post-asymptotic giant branch evolution. We present mid-infrared spectro-
interferometric observations of FGSge and probe its dusty environment. FGSge was observed with MIDI at the Very
Large Telescope Interferometer at baselines of 43 and 46 m between 8 and 13 µm. The circumstellar dust environment
of FGSge was spatially resolved, and the Gaussian fit to the observed visibilities results in a full width at half maximum
of ∼ 10.5 mas. The observed mid-infrared visibilities and the spectral energy distribution can be fairly reproduced by
optically thick (τV ≈ 8) spherical dust shell models consisting of amorphous carbon with an inner radius rin of ∼ 30
R⋆ (corresponding to a dust temperature of 1100± 100 K). The dust shell is characterized with a steep density profile
proportional to r−3.5±0.5 from the inner radius rin to (5–10) ×rin, beyond which it changes to r−2. The dust mass is
estimated to be ∼ 7×10−7 M⊙, which translates into an average total mass-loss rate of ∼ 9×10−6 M⊙ yr−1 as of 2008
with a gas-to-dust ratio of 200 being adopted. In addition, the 8–13 µm spectrum obtained with MIDI with a field of
view of 200 mas does not show a signature of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) emission, which is in marked
contrast to the spectra taken with the Spitzer Space Telescope six and 20 months before the MIDI observations with
wide slit widths of 3.6–10 arcseconds. This implies that the PAH emission originates from an extended region of the
optically thick dust envelope. The dust envelope of FGSge is much more compact than that of the other born-again
stars Sakurai’s object and V605Aql, which might reflect the difference in the evolutionary status. The PAH emission
from the extended region of the optically thick dust envelope likely originates from the material ejected before the
central star became H-deficient, and it may be excited by the UV radiation from the central star escaping through
gaps among dust clumps and/or the bipolar cavity of a disk-like structure.

Published in Astronomy & Astrophysics
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.07448
and from https://www.aanda.org/articles/aa/full html/2022/12/aa44921-22/aa44921-22.html

Spectral classification of the 100-pc white dwarf population from
Gaia-DR3 and the virtual observatory

F.M. Jiménez-Esteban1, S. Torres2,3, A. Rebassa-Mansergas2,3, P. Cruz1, R. Murillo-Ojeda1, E. Solano1, C.

Rodrigo1 and M.E. Camisassa4

1Centro de Astrobioloǵıa (CAB), CSIC–INTA, Camino Bajo del Castillo s/n, campus ESAC, 28692, Villanueva de la Cañada, Madrid,

Spain
2Departament de F́ısica, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, c/Esteve Terrades 5, 08860 Castelldefels, Spain
3Institut d’Estudis Espacials de Catalunya, Ed. Nexus-201, c/Gran Capitá 2–4, 08034 Barcelona, Spain
4Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0526, USA

The third data release of Gaia has provided low-resolution spectra for ∼ 100 000 white dwarfs (WDs) that, together
with the excellent photometry and astrometry, represent an unrivalled benchmark for the study of this population.
In this work, we first built a highly complete volume-limited sample consisting in 12 718 WDs within 100 pc from the
Sun. The use of Virtual Observatory spectral energy distribution Analyzer tool allowed us to perform an automated
fitting of their spectral energy distributions to different atmospheric models. In particular, the use of spectrally
derived Javalambre–Physics of the Accelerating Universe Astrophysical Survey photometry from Gaia spectra led to
the classification of DA and non-DA WDs with an accuracy > 90 per cent, tested in already spectroscopically labelled
objects. The excellent performance achieved was extended to practically the whole population of WDs with effective
temperatures above 5500 K. Our results show that while the A branch of the Gaia WD Hertzsprung–Russell diagram
is practically populated by DA WDs, the B branch is largely formed by non-DAs (65 per cent). The remaining 35
per cent of DAs within the B branch implies a second peak at ∼ 0.8 M⊙ in the DA mass distribution. Additionally,
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the Q branch and its extension to lower temperatures can be observed for both DA and non-DA objects due to core
crystallization. Finally, we derived a detailed spectral evolution function, which confirms a slow increase of the fraction
of non-DAs as the effective temperature decreases down to 10 500 K, where it reaches a maximum of 36 per cent and
then decreases for lower temperatures down to ∼ 31 per cent.

Published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.08852

Water-maser survey towards off-plane O-rich AGBs around the orbital
plane of the Sagittarius stellar stream
Yuanwei Wu1, Bo Zhang2, Jingjing Li3 and Xing-Wu Zheng4

1National Time Service Center, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
2Shanghai Astronomical Observatory, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
3Purple Mountain Observatory, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
4Department of Astronomy, Nanjing University, China

A 22 GHz water maser survey was conducted towards 178 O-rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars with the aim of
identifying maser emission associated with the Sagittarius stellar stream. In this survey, maser emissions were detected
in 21 targets, 20 of which were new detections. We studied the Galactic distributions of H2O- and SiO-maser-traced
AGBs towards the Sgr orbital plane, and found an elongated structure towards the (l, b) ∼ (340◦, 40◦) direction. In
order to verify its association with the Sagittarius tidal stream, we further studied the 3D motion of these sources,
but found that, kinematically, these maser-traced AGBs are still Galactic disc sources rather than stream debris. In
addition, we found a remarkable outward motion, ∼ 50 km s−1 away from the Galactic Centre of these maser-traced
AGBs, but with no systermatic lag of rotational speed as reported in 2000 for solar-neighbourhood Miras.

Published in MNRAS
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.05914
and from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/516/2/1881/6693541

Photometric survey of the red giant V449Cygni over half a century
(1974 to 2022). A semi-regular variable star with a period of ∼ 54 days

Guy Boistel1

1GEOS (Groupe Européen d’Observation Stellaire)

This study sums up a major part of the red giant V449Cygni measurements for the years 1974 through 2022, obtained
by visual and CCD GEOS observers, the Unione Astrofili Italiani, and various automatized telescopes. It appears
that the light variations of V449Cyg in the years 1970–1990 corresponded more to an L-type star according to the
GCVS classification, with irregular amplitude variations, sometimes marked by a quasi-periodicity of about 100 days.
Since the mid-1990s, these variations have become more regular, with an amplitude of about 0.7 magnitude in V, and
a period of about 54 ± 1 days, as shown by various period search routines applied to the best recent CCD series. A
longer period of about 2000 days is possible to describe the long term variation of V449Cyg. Therefore, V449Cyg
appears to be an SRB-type star.

Published in GEOS Circular on Red Variable Stars, SR 15 (2022)
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.07480
and from http://geos.upv.es/index.php/publications/Geos-Circulars/GEOSSR15/
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RWCephei great dimming
Wolfgang Vollmann1 and Costantino Sigismondi2

1AAVSO and BAV
2ICRA/Sapienza, UPRA and ITIS G. Ferraris, Roma, Italy

RWCephei is a red hypergiant normally ranging between magnitudes 6.0 and 7.3. From the AAVSO light curves of
the star are evident semi-regular fluctuations within the above range, but since 2022 the star is significantly dimming,
instead of rebrightening, and reaching already the magnitude V = 7.6. The comparison star of the DSLR series of
measures from 2020 is HD211982 which is V = 7.298. The V magnitude observations of the Kiso/Kyoto Wide Field
Survey (KWS) confirm the quick fade in 2022 like AAVSO visual (since 1977, VOL observer code) and DSLR measures
made in Vienna with 75 mm lens. This phenomenon undergoing on RWCep might be similar to the one occurred
to the red supergiant Betelgeuse at the end of 2019 (ATel #13341, ATel #13601). (for KWS see H. Maehara (2014)
Automated Wide-Field Survey for Transient Objects with a Small Telescope. Journal of Space Science Informatics
Japan, 3, 119, available in the JAXA repository https://jaxa.repo.nii.ac.jp/?action=pages view main&active action=
repository view main item detail&item id=1963&item no=1&page id=13&block id=21 with the KWS data here
http://kws.cetus-net.org/ maehara/VSdata.py)

Published in Astronomer’s Telegram
Available from https://www.astronomerstelegram.org/?read=15800

Conference Paper

3D hydrodynamical survey of the impact of a companion on the
morphology and dynamics of AGB outflows

Jolien Malfait1, Silke Maes1, Ward Homan, Jan Bolte1, Lionel Siess2, Frederik De Ceuster1,3 and Leen Decin1,4

1Institute of Astronomy, K.U. Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200D, 3001 Leuven, Belgium
2Institut d’Astronomie et d’Astrophysique, Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB), C.P. 226, 1050 Brussels, Belgium
3Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, Gower Place, London, WC1E 6BT, United Kingdom
4School of Chemistry, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, United Kingdom

With the use of high-resolution ALMA observations, complex structures that resemble those observed in post-AGB
stars and planetary nebulæ are detected in the circumstellar envelopes of low-mass evolved stars. These deviations
from spherical symmetry are believed to be caused primarily by the interaction with a companion star or planet.
With the use of three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations, we study the impact of a binary companion on the wind
morphology and dynamics of an AGB outflow. We classifiy the wind structures and morphology that form in these
simulations with the use of a classification parameter, constructed with characteristic parameters of the binary config-
uration. Finally we conclude that the companion alters the wind expansion velocity through the slingshot mechanism,
if it is massive enough.

Oral contribution, published in IAU Symposium No. 366 ”The Origin of Outflows in Evolved Stars”
(2022)
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.14032
and from https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/S1743921322000229
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